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May 30,2008

TO:

ALL COUNlY CLERKSIREGISTRARS OF VOTERS AND
PROPONENT (08189)

FROM:

KATHERINE MONTGOMERY
w
Associate EIections Analyst
SUBJECT: FAlLUREOFlMlTlATlVE #I305
Pursuant to Elections Code section 903O(b),you are hereby notified that the total
number of signatures to the hereinafter named initiative statute filed with all
county elections oficials is less than 100 percent of the number of qualified
voters required to find the petition sufficient; therefore, the petition has failed.

TITLE:

RENEWABLE ENERGY. STATUTE.

SUMMARY DATE: 12114107
PROPONENT:

Jim Gonzalez
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December 14,2007

TO:

ALL COUNTY CLERKSlREGlSTRARS OF VOTERSlPROPONENT

(07264)
FROM:
Elections Analyst

V

SUBJECT: lMlTIATlVE #I305

Pursuant to Elections Code section 336,we transmit herewith a copy of the Title
and Summary prepared by the Attorney General on a proposed initiative
measure entitled:

RENEWABLE ENERGY. STATUTE.

The proponent of the above-named measure is:

Jim Gonzalez
clo Randall W. Keen
Manatt, Phetps and Phillips
f 1355 W. Olympic Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 80064

#I
305
RENEWABLE ENERGY. STATUTE.

CIRCULATING AND FILING SCHEDULE

1

Minimum number of signatures required: .................................................
California Constkution, Article Il, Section 8(b)

2.

Official Summary Date: .................................................................. Friday, 12/14/07

3.

Petitions Sections:

433,971

a. First day Proponent can circulate Sections for
signatures (Elec. Code 5 336) ..................................................Friday, 12114/07
b. Last day Proponent can circulate and file with the county.
All sections are to be filed at the same time within each
county. (Elec. Codes §§ 336, 9030(a)). .................................

Monday, 0511 2108

c. Last day for county to determine total number of
signatures affixed to petitions and to transmit total
to the Secretary of State (Elec. Code 5 9030(b)) ...............Thursday, 05122108
(If the Proponent files the petition with the county on a date prior to
05/12/08, the county has eight working days from the filing of the petition
to determine the total number of signatures amxed to the petition and to
transmit the total to the Secretary of State) (Elec.Code 5 9030(b)).
d. Secretary of State determines whether the total number

of signatures filed with all county clerkslregistrars of
voters meets the minimum number of required signatures
and notifies the counties.. .............................................Saturday, 05/31108.
e. Last day for county to determine total number of qualified
voters who signed the petition, and to transmit certificate
with a blank copy of the petition to the Secretary of State
(Elec. Code 5 9030(d)(e)) .....................................................Monday, 07114108
*Date varies based on the date of counb receipt.

INITIATIVE #A305
Circulating and Filing Schedule continued:

(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to determine the number of
qualified voters who signed the petition on a date other than 05131108, the
last day is no later than the thirtieth working day after the county's receipt
of notification). (Elec. Code 5 9030(d)(e)).
f. If the signature count is more than 477,369 or less than
412,273 then the Secretary of State certifies the petition as
qualified or failed, and notifies the counties. If the signature
count is between 412,273 and 477,368 inclusive, then the
Secretary of State notifies the counties using the random
sampling technique to determine the validity of all
signatures (EC §9030(f)(g); Q031(a))................................ Thursday, 07124108*

g. Last day for county to determine actual number of all qualified
voters who signed the petition, and to transmit certificate
with a blank copy of the petition to the Secretary of State.
.....................Friday, 09/05/08
(Elec. Code 3 903 1(b)(c)). ............................

.
.

(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to determine the number of
qualified voters who have signed the petition on a date other than
07124108, the last day is no later than the thirtieth working day after the
county's receipt of notification.) (Elec. Code § 903*l(b)(c).)
h. Secretary of State certifies whether the petition has been
signed by the number of qualified voters required to declare
the petition sufficient (Elec. Code §§ 9031(d), 9033) ..........Tuesday, 09109/08*

*Date varies based on the date of county receipt.

IMPORTANT POINTS

California law prohibits the use of signatures, names and addresses
gathered on initiative petitions for any purpose other than to qualify the
initiative measure for the ballot. This means that the petitions cannot be
used to create or add to mailing lists or similar lists for any purpose,
including fundraising or requests for support. Any such misuses
constitutes a crime under California law. Elections Code section 18650;
Bilofsky v. Deukmejian (1981) 124 Cal.App.3d 825, 177 Cal.Rptr. 621;
63 Ops,Cal.Atty.Gen. 37 (I
980)

Please refer to Elections Code sections 100, 101, 104, 9001, 9008,
9009,9021,and 9022 for appropriate format and type consideration in
printing, typing and otherwise preparing your initiative petition for
circulation and signatures. Please send a copy of the petition after you
have it printed. This copy is not for our review or approval, but to
supplement our file.
' &N(WJl
"k IU' -wdmT'l14~- 9F!ifl 1 .:+5 3 ',:?tLk@,
I ; J ~J ~ I lael:
J
Your attenti& is diiected to the campdgn disclosure reqiirernelnts of the
Political Reform Act of 1974, Government Code section 81000 et seq.
When writing or calling state or county elections officials, provide the
omcia1 title of the initiative which was prepared by the Attorney General.
Use of this title will assist elections ofkials in referencing the proper file.

When a petition is presented to the county elections official for filing by
someone other than the proponent, the required authorization shall
include the name or names of the persons filing the petition.
When filing the petition with the county elections official, please provide
a blank petition for elections official use.

State of CaIvornla

EDMUND G. BROWN JR.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Attorney General

1 300 1 STREET,SUITE 1 25

P.O. BOX 944255
SACRAMENTO, CA 94244-2550

December 14,2007

Debra Bowen
Secretary of State
1500 - I lthStreet, 5'h Floor
Sacramento, CA 95814

RE:
TITLE:

Title and Summary for Initiative No. 07-0067
RENEWABLE ENERGY. STATUTE.

Dear Ms.Bowen:

Pursuant to the provisions in sections 336 and 9004 of the Elections Code, enclosed please
find a copy of the Title and Summary issued for the above-referen~ed~initiative,
along with the text
of the proposed measure.

/ K~YSTALPARIS

Initiative Coordinator

For

Enclosures
Proponent(s1 aubkc iuforwtion:
Jim Gonzalez
d o Randall W. Keen
Manatt, ?helps and Phillips
11355 W. Olympic Boulevard
Lus Angeles, CA 90064

EDMUND G.BROWN JR.
Attorney General

Date: December 14,2007
Initiative No.07-0067
Amendment No. 1S
The Attorney General of California has prepared the following title and summary of the chief
purpose and points of the proposed measure:

RENEWABLE ENERGY. STATUTE. Requires all utilities, including government-owned

utilities, to generate 20% of their power h m renewable energy by 2010, a standard currently

applicable only to private electrical corporations. Rdses requirement for all utilities to 40% by
2020 and 50% by 2025. Imposes penalties for noncompliance. Fast-tracks approval for new

renewable energy plants. Requires utilities to sign longer contracts (20year minimum) to
procure renewable energy. Creates Solar and Clean Energy Transmission Account to purchase
property or rights of w ay for renewable energy. Summary of estimate by Legislative Analyst

and Director of Finance of fiscal impact on state and local government: State administrative
costs of up to $3.4 million m d l y for the regulatory activities of the Energy Resources

Consewation and ~ A e l o ~ m eCommission
nt
and the California Public Utilities CoImpission,
paid for by fee revenues. Potential, unknown increased costs md reduced revenues, particularly

in the short tam, to state md local governments resulting from the measure's potential to

increase retail electricity rates, with possible offsetting wst savings and revenue increases, to an
mhown degree, over the long tern to the extent the measure hastens renewable energy
development. (Initiative 07-0067.)

October 22,2007

VIA PERSONAL DELIVERY

Office of the Attorney General
ATIN: Initiative Coordinator
1300 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95 8 14
Re:

OCT 2 2007
INITIATIVE COORDINATOR
AITORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE

Amendment to Version 2 of The Solar and Clean Energy Act of 2008
Proposed Initiative Number 07-0067

Dear Initiative Coordinator:

Please find enclosed an amendment to the text of Version 1 of Tbe Solar and Clean Energy Act
of 2008 (tho "Act"), Proposed Initiative Nwnber 07-0067, previously submitted to your off~ce
for title and summary on October 5,2007. The amendment reflects and incorporates changes to
the California Public Utilities Code and Public Resources Code made undex the newly-enacted
Senate Bill 1036 while maintaining the original purpose and intent of the Act,

T h e amendment is submitted within 15 days of your office's receipt of the initid dr& petition
and thus,does not constitute a new measure.
Please contact my attorney, Randall W. Keen, if you have any questions. Mr, Keen can be
reached at the law firm of Manatt, Phelps and Phillips, 1 1355 W. Olympic Boulevard, Los
Angeles, Cdifomia 90064,(310) 3 12-4000.

n
a
n
k you.
Sincerely,
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Amdt. #2S
Version 2 {revised)

This initiative measure is submitted to the people of California in accordance with the

provisions of Section 8 of Aaicle II of the California Constitution.
This initiative measure amends, repeals and adds sections to the Public Utilities Code and

the Public Resources Code; therefore existing provisions proposed to be deleted are printed in
md new provisions proposed to be added are printed in italic type to indicate that
they are new.

PROPOSED LAW
THE SOLAR AND CLEAN ENERGY ACT OF 2008
SECTION 1. TITLE
This measure shall be known as "The Solar and Clem Energy Act of 2008."

FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS

SEC 2.

The people of California find and declare the following:

A.

Global warming and climate change is now a real crisis. With the polar ice caps

continuing to melt, temperatures rising worldwide, increasing greenhouse gases, and dramatic

climate changes occurring, we are quickly reaching the tipping point. Cdifornia is facing a
serious threat from rising sea levels, increased drought, and melting Sierra snowpack that feed
ow water supply. California needs solar and clean energy to attack the climate challgw which
threaten our state.

B,

California suffers from drought, air pollution, poor water quality, and many other

environmental problems, Very little has been done because the special energy interests block

change. Californians must take energy reform into their awn hands, The alternative to dirty
energy is solar and clean energy.

1
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climate change.

D,

The Solar and Clean Energy Act will help reduce air pollution in California.

With this initiative, we can help clean up our air and build a healthier, cleaner environment for

our children.

E.

Our traditional sources of power rely too much on fossil fuels and foreign energy

that are getting mare md more expensive and less reliable. This initiative will encourage
investment in solar and clean energy sources that in the long-run are cheaper and are located here

in California, and in the short-term, California's investment in solar and clean energy will result
in no more than a 3 percent Increase in elecu-ic rales -- a small price to pay for a healthier tu~d

cleaner environment.
F.

The Solar and Clean Energy Act will put California on the path to energy

independence by requi~ngall electric utilities to produce 50 percent of their electricity from

clean energy sources like solar and wind by 2025. Right now, over 22 percent of California's

greenhouse gases comes from electricity generation but around 10 percent of California's
electricity comes from solar and clean energy sources, leaving Californians vulnerable to high
mergy costs, to political instability in the Middle East, and to being held hostage by big oil

companies.

G.

The Solar and Clean Energy Act encourages new technology to produce

electricity. Many people are familiar with the solar power that comes from panels that can be

placed on roofiops. but there is dramatic new technology that allows solar energy to be generated

froin concentrations of solar mirrors in the desert. These mirrors are so efficient that a large
square an-ay, eleven miles on a side, may be able to generate enough electricity to meet all of
California's needs and sit a lower cost than we are paying today. The desert could lead us to
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energy independence.

H.

The current law says we are supposed to have 20 percent solar and clean energy

but we are still at around 10 percent and even big government-owned utilities like those in b
s

Angeles and Sacramento lobbied successfully to exempt themselves from the law, The Solar and
Clean Energy Act provides incentives, tough standards, and penalties for those who do not
comply.

I.

T h e Sdar and Clean Energy Act will benefit California's economy. Building

facilities for solar and clean energy sources and transmission lines to transport that electricity
will create good jobs h a t pay the prevailing wage. These jobs will bling new investments and
new jobs to California and strengthen California's economy.

J,

Global warming and California's reliance on fossil fuels and foreign energy are a

matter of statewide concern, as is the implementation of statewide standards for the sources of

electricity production and the permitting of solar and clean energy plants and related

transmission facilities, Accordingly, the People find that these matters are not municipal affairs,
as that term is used in Section 5 of Article XI of the California Constitution, but are instead

matters of statewide concern.

SEC 3,

PURPOSE AND INTENT

It is the intent of the people of California in enacting this measure to:
A.

Address global warming and climate change, and protect the endangered Sierra

snowpack by reducing California's carbon-based greenhouse gas emissions;

B,

Tap proven technologies such as solar, geothermal, wind, biomass, and small

hydroelectric ta generate clean energy throughout California and meet renewable energy targets
without raisii~gtaxes on any California taxpayer;

Require all California utilities -- including g o v e m m e g i o l e G ~ t i h & ~ ~ & C & %
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Los Angeles Department of Water and Power -- to procure electricity from solar and clean
energy resources, in the following timeframes:

D.

1.

20 percent by 20 10;

2.

40 percent by 2020; and,

3.

50percentby2025;

Fast-track all approvals for the developrnent of solar and clean energy plants and

related transmission facilities while guarmteeing all environmental protections -- including the

Desert Rotection Act;

E.

Craute producuon incentives for the developnlenl and construcLion of solw aud

clean energy plants and related transmission facilities;

F.

Assess penalties upon all utilities that fail to meet renewable resource targets, and

prohibit these utilities from passing an these penalties to consumers;

G.

Permit long-term 20 year contracts for solar and clean energy to assure

marketability and financing of solar and clean energy plants;

H.

Grant the Public Utilities Commission the powers to enforce compliance of .Ule

renawables portfolio standard upon plivatel y-owned utilities, assess penalties for noncompliance, and prohibit utilities from passing-on penalties to consumers;

I.

Grant the California State Energy Resources Conservation and Development

Commission (the "Energy Commission9')t h e powers to:
1.

Enforce compliance of the rcnewables portfolio standard upon
government-owned utilities, assess penalties to those utilities for non-

compliance, and prohibit the utilities from passing-on penalties to
consumers ;
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Adopt rules to fast-track all approvals for the development of solar and

2.

clean energy resources and plants while guaranteeing all environmental
protections -- including the Desert Protection Act;

Allocate funds to purchase, sell, or lease red properey, personal property

3,

or rights of way for the deveIopment and use of the propeny and rights of
way for the generation andlor transmission of solar and dean energy, and
to upgrade existing transmission lines; and,

Identify and designate Solar and Clean Energy Zones -- primarily in the

4.

desert,

SEC 4.
387.

Section 387 of the Public Utilities Code is amended to read as follows:
(a) Each governing body of a local publicly owned electric utility, as defined in

Section 9604, shall

implement the renewables

portfolio standard m established and &fined in this article m i z : : :he AmbeWe

(b) Each local publicly owned electric utility shall report, on an annual basis,

to

its

customers and to the State Energy Resources Conservation and Development Commission, the
following:
(1) Expenditures of public goads funds collected pursuant to Section 385 for eligible

renewable energy resource development. Reports shaIl contain a description of progmms,
expenditures, and expected or actual results,
(2) The resource mix used to serve its customers by fuel type. Report6 shall contain the
contribution of each type of renewable energy resource with separate categories for those fuels

that are eligible renewable energy resources as defined in Sectigq %ga@-
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Electricity shall be reported as having been delivered to the locd publicly owned electric utility
from an eligible renewable energy resource when the electricity would qualify for compliance
with the renewables portfolio s

t

a

n

d

a

r

d

d

,

(3) The utility's status in implementing a renewables portfolio standard pursuant to

subdivision (a) and the utility's pro,pss toward attaining the standard following implementation.

SEC 5.

Section 399.25 of the Public Utilities Code is amended to read as follows:

399.25

# (a) With respect to

. .

0

.

,

s

.

transmission facilities dsen.ted to be necessary by the Energy Commission bo facilitate

~chievenzentof the renewables portfolio standard established in Artick 16 (commencing with
Section 399.1I) of the Public U~ili~ies
Code, the commission shall take all feasible actions to

ensure that the transmission rates established by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission are
fully reflected in any retail rates established by the commission. Tnese actions shall include, but
are not limited to:

(1) Making findings, where supported by an cvidentiaiy record, that those transmission

facilities provide benefit to the transmission network and are necessary to facilitate h e
achievemen1 of the renewables portfolio standad eszablished in Article 16 (commencing with

Section 399,ll).
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(2) Directing the utility to which the generator will be interconnected, where the direction

is not preempted by federal law, to seek the recovery through general transmission rates of the
costs associated with tbe transmission facilities.

(3) Asserting the positions described in paragraphs (1) and (2) to the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission in appropriate proceedmgs.
(4) Allowing recovery in retail rates of any increase in transmission costs incurred by a~
retail seller resulting from the construction of the transmission facilities

a l a n + r l n n l a

that are not approved for recovery in transmission rates by the Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission dm the commission determines that the costs were prudently incurred in
accordance with subdivision (a) of Section 454.
@(b) Notwithstanding subdivision fa), a retail seller shall nor recover any costs paid

through the Solar and Clean Energy Tra~zsmissionAccotinr to facilitate the construction of any

tmnsmission facilities,

SEC 6.
399.1 1.
(a)

Section 399.1 1 of the Public Utilities Code is amended to read as follows:
The

PeopIc fin& and declare6 all of the following:

In order to attain a the targets of generating 20 percent of total retail sales of

electricity in California from eligible renewable energy resources by December 3 1,20 10,40
yercenr of mtal retuil $ales of electricity in Californiaflonz eligible renewable energy lasources

by December 31, 2020, and 50 percent of total retail sales of electricity in CalLforniafium

eligible renewable elrtargyresources by December 31, 2023, and for the purposes of increasing
the diversity, reliability, public health and environmental benefits of the energy mix to address
global wc~rmirzgand clirnl~fech.ange, and to protect the endangered Sierra snowpack, it is the
intenl of the

Pcuyle that the comissiol~and the State Energy Resources

S l :Zl Hd

+I

I 330 1002
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Conservation and Development Commission implement the California Renewablts Portfolio
Standard Program described in this article.
(b) hcreasing California's reliance on eligible renewable energy resources may promote

stable electricity prices, protect public health, improve environmental quality, stimulate
sustainable economic development, create new employment opportunities, and reduce reliance
on imported fuels.
(c) The development of eligible renewable energy resources and the delivery of the

electricity generated by those resources to customers in California may meliorate air quality
problems throughout the state, address global warming mcl climare change, protect the

endangered Sierra snowpack, and improve public health by reducing the burning of fossil fuels
and the associated environmental impacts and by reducing in-state fossil fuel consumption.

(dl The California Renewables Portfolio Standard Program is intended to complement the
Renewable Energy Resources Program administered by the State Energy Resources

Conservation and Development Commission and established pursuant to Chapter 8.6
(commencing with Section 25740) of Division 15 of the Public Resources Code.
(e) New and modified electric transmission facilities may be necessary to facilitate the

state achieving its renewable5 portfolio standard targets.

SEC 7.
399.12.

Section 399.12 of the Public Utilities Code is amended to read as follows:

For purposes of this article, the following terms have the following

meanings:
(a) "DeUvered" and "delivery" have the same meaning as provided in subdivision (a) of

Section 25741 of the Public Resources Code.
(b) "Eligible renewable energy resource" means &&&g-

n solar arzd dean

energy facility that meets the definition of "in-state renewable electricity seneration facility" in

8
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Section 25741 of the Public Resources Code, subject to the following limitations:
( I )(A) An existing small hydroelectric generation facility of 30 megawatts or less shall be
eligible only if a retail seller owned or procured the electricity from the facility as of December
31, 2005. A new hydroelectric facility is not an eligible renewable energy resource if it will

require a new or increased appropriation or diversion of water from a watercourse.

(B) Notwithstanding subparagraph (A), an existing conduit hydroelectric facility,

as

defined by Section 823a of Title 16 of the United States Code, of 30 megawatts or less, shall be

an eligible renewable energy resource. A new conduit hydroelectric facility, as defined by
Section 823a of Title 16 of the United States Code, of 30 megawatts or less, shall be an eligible
renewable energy resource so long as it does not require a new or increased appropriation or

diversion of water from a watercourse.

(3) A facility engaged in h e combustion of municipal solid waste shall not be considered
an eligible renewable energy resource unless it is located i
n Stanislaus County and was
operational prior to September 26, 1996.
( c ) "Energy

Commission" means the State Energy Resources Conservation and

Development Commission,
Id) '%ocal publicly owned electric utility" has the same meaning as provided in
subdivision [d) of Section 9604.
( e ) "Procure" means that a retail seller receives delivered electricity generated by an

eligible renewable energy resource that it owns or for which it has entered into an electricity

purchase agreement. Nothing in this article is intended 10 imply that the purchase of electricity
from third parties in n wholesale transaction is the preferred method of fulfilling a retail seller's
obligation to comply with this article,
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(f) "Renewables portfolio standard" means the specified percentage of electricity

generated by eligible renewable energy resources that a retail seller is required to procure
pursuant to this article.

(g)(l] "Renewable energy credit" means a certificate of proof, issued through the

accounting system established by the Energy Commiss-ion pursuant to Section 399.13, that one
unit of electricity was generated and delivered by an eligible renewable energy resource.
(2) "Renewable energy credit" includes all renewable and environmental attributes

associated with the production of electricity from the eligible renewable energy resource, except

for an emissions reduction creht issued pursuant to Section 40709 of the Health and Safety Code

and any credits or payments associated with the reduction of solid waste and treatment benefits
created by the utilization of biomass or biogas fuels.

(3) No electricity generated by an eligible renewable energy resouee attributable to the
use of nonrenewable fuels, beyond a de minimus quantity, as determined by the Energy

Commission,shall result in the creation of a renewable energy credit.
(h) "Retail sellex" means an entity engaged in the retail sale of electricity to end-use

customers located within the state, including any of the fallowing:
(1) An electrical corporation, as defined in Section 21 8.

(2) A community choice aggregator. The commission shall institute a rulemaking to
determine the manner in which a community choice aggregator will participate in the renewables

portfolio standard program subject to the same teims and conditions applicable lo an electrical
corporation.
(3) An electric service provider, as defined in Section 218,3, for all sales af elecbiicity to
cuscamers beginning January 1,2006. The commission shall institute a rulemaking t o determine
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the manner in which electric sewice providers will participate in the renewable portfolio

standard program.

The electric service provider shall be subject to the same terms and

conditions applicable to an electrical corporation pursuant to this article. Nothing in this

paragraph shaU impair a contract entered into between an electric service provider and a retail
customer prior to the suspension of direct access by the commission pursuant to Section 801 10
of the Water Co&.

(4) "Retail seIlerY'does not include any of the following:
(A) A corporation or person employing cogeneration technology or producing electricity

consistent with subdivision (b) of Section 218.

(3)The Department of Water Resources acting in its capacity pursuant to Division 27
(commencing with Section 80000) of the Water Code.

SEC 8.

399.13.

Section 399.13 of the Public Utilities Code is amended to read as follows:

The Energy Commission shall do all of the following:

(a) Certify eligible renewable energy resources that it detmines meet the criteria
described in subdivision (b) of Section 399.12.
(b) Design and implement an accounting system to verify compliance with the
renewables portfolio standard by retail sellers, to ensure that electricity generated by an eligible
renewable energy resource is counted only once for the purpose of meeting the renewables

portfolio standard of this state or any other state, to ccitify renewable energy credits produced by
eligible renewable energy resources, and to verify retail product claims in this state or any other
state, In establishing the guidelines governing this accounting system, the Energy Conlrnission
shall collect dala from electricity market participants that it deans necessary to verify
compliance of relilil sellers, in accordance wsd

c7ld&julr21rn n s p7
this article and tlie California
*
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Public Records Act (Chapter 3,5(commencing with Section 6250) of Division 7 of Title 1 of the

Government Code), In seeking data from liater-

sellers, the Energy

Commission shall request data from the commission. The commission shall collect data from
sellers and remit the data to the Energy Commission within 90 days

-,elail

of the request.
(c) Establish a system for tracking and verifying renewable energy credits that, through
the use of independently audited data, verifies the generation and delivery of electricity

associated with each renewable energy credit and protects against multiple counting of the same
renewable energy credit. The Energy Commission shall consult with other wesreln slates und

with the Western Electricity Coordinating Council in the development of this system.
(d) Cerhfy, for purposes of compliance with the t=mw&k renewables portfolio standard
requirements by a retail seller, the eligibility of renewable energy credits associated with

deliveries of electricity by an eligible renewable energy resource to a local publicly owned

electric utility, if the Energy Commission determines that the following conditions have been
satisfied:

( I ) The local publicly owned electric utility that is procuring the electricity is in
compliance with the requirements of Section 387.

(2) The local publicly owned electric utility has established *the
portfolio standard targets

:: c

+

e

p

annual renewables

+

&

m

required by Section 399.15, is procuring sufficient eligible renewable energy resources to satisfy
the targets, and will not fail to satisfy the targets in the event that the renewable energy credit is

sold to another retail seller.
(e)

hzstitute a jailemaking proceeding to detenniae the manner in which a local
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publicly owned e1ecrP.i~utility will comply with Section 387 and inzplement the renewables

porvolio standard program. The Energy Commission shall utilize the same processes and have
the same powers to enforce the renewables porqolio standard program with respect to local

publicly owned electric utilities as the commission has with rspect to retail sellers, including
but nut limited to those processes and powers spec@ed in Sections 399.14 and 399.15 related to
the review aad adoption of a renewable energy procurement plan, establishment offlexible rules
for compliance, and iwpo~itionof annual penalties for failure to comply with a local publicly

owned electric utility's renewable energy procurement plan. The Energy Commission shall not
have! my authriy to approve or disappl*ovs tlzs re!-ms,cuditions or pricing of any m~zewuble

energy resources contract entered into by a local publicly owned electric utility, or aushonty
pursuant to Secrion 2I 1 3.

SEC 9.

Section 399.14 of the Public Utilities Code is mended to read as follows:

399.14. (a) (1) The commission shall direct each I
,

:-rerail

seller to

prepare a renewable energy procurement plan that includes the matter in paragraph (31,to satisfy
its obligations under the renewables portfolio standard. To the extent feasible, this procurement

plan s h d be proposed, reviewed, and adopted by the comnlission as part of, and pursuant to, a
general procurement plan process, The commission shall require each

+-

retail seller to review and update its renewable energy procurement plan as it determines to be
necessary.
(2) The commission shall adopt, by rulemaking, all of the following:
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@+(A) A process that provides criteria for the rank ordering and selection of least-cost
and best-fit eligible renewable energy resources to comply with the annual California
Renewables Portfolio Standard Program obligations on a total cost basis. This process shall

consider estimates of indirect costs associated with needed transmission investments and
ongoing utility expenses resulting from integrating and operating eligible renewable energy
resources.

e ( B ) (i) Flexible rules for compliance, including rules permitting retail sellers to apply
excess procurement in one year to subsequent years or inadequate procurement in one y e s to no

more thm the following three years. The flexible rules for compliance sbdlll, apply to dl years,
including years before and after a retail seller procures at least

50 percent of total retd sales

of electricity from eligible renewable energy resources.
(ii) The flexible rules for compliance shall address situations where, as a result of
insufficient transmission, a retail. seller is unable to procure eligible renewable energy resources

sufficient

to

satisfy the requirements of this article. Any rules addressing insufficient

transmission shall require a finding by the commission that the retail seller has undertaken all
reasonable efforts to do all of the following:

(I) Utilize flexible delivery points.

(II)Ensure the avdability of any needed transmission capacity.
(111) If the retail seller is an electric corporation, to construct needed transmission

facilities.

(N)
Nothing in

this subparagraph shall be construed to revise any portion of Section

454.5.
a ( C ) Standard terns and conditions to be used by all !ecLi,d cc-ym=ahe+~-etail
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sellers in contracting for eligible renewable energy resources, including performance

requirements for renewable generators. A contract for the purchase of electricity generated by an
eligible renewable energy resource shall, at a minimum, include the renewable energy credits
associated with all electricity generation specified under the contract. The standard terns and
conditions shall include the requirement that, no later than six months after the commission's

approval of an electricity purchase agreement entered into pursuant to this article, the following

information about the agreement shall be disclosed by the commission: party names, resource
type, project location, and project capacity,

(3) Consistent with the goal of procuring the least-cosl and best-fit eligible renewable

energy resources,the renewable energy procurement plan submitted by
a retail seller shaLl include all of the following:

(A) An assessment of annual or multiyear portfolio supplies and demand to deternine the
optimal mix of eligible renewable energy resources with deliverability characteristics that may

include peaking, dispatchable, baseload, firm, and as-available capacity.
(B) Provisions for employing available compliance flexibility mechanisms established by

the commission.
(C) A bid solicitation setting forth the need for eligible renewable energy resources of
each deliverability characteristic, r q u i r d online dates, and locationd preferences, if any.
(4) In soliciting and procuring eligible renewable energy resources, each eb&e4

-retail

seller shall offer contracts of no less than 44 20 years in duration, unless the

commission approves of a contract of shoner duration.
( 5 ) In soliciting and procuring eligible renewable energy resources, each ek&&

e r e t a i l seller may give preference

to

projects that provjde tan@hle demonstrable
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benefits to communities with a plurality of minority or low-income populations.
(b) The commission may authorize a retail seller to enter into a contract of less than

20

years' duration with an eligible renewable energy resource, if the commission has established,
for each retail seller, minimum quantities of eligible renewable energy resources to be procured
either through contracts of at least

20 years' duration or from new facilities commencing

commercial operations on or after January 1,2005.
(c> The commission shall review and accept, modifi, or reject each &&+a4

eepa&&-retaiI

seller's rentwable energy procurement plan prior to the commencement of

renewable procurement pursuant to ~s article by -a

retail seller,

(d) The commission shall review the results of an eligible renewable energy resources
redail seller and accept or rejxt

solicitation submitted for approval by

proposed contracts with eligible renewable energy resources based on consistency with tbe

approved renewable energy procurement plan. If the commission detemines that the bid prices

are elevated due to a lack of effective competition among the bidders, the commission shall
direct the -reredail

seller to renegotiate the contracts or conduct a new

solicitation.
(e)

If an electrical corporation fails

comply with a commission order adopting a

to

renewable energy procurement plan, the commission shall exercise its authority pursuant to

Section 2 1 13 to require compliance.

.

,

24KS
( f ) (1) The commission may authorize a procurement entity to enter into contracts on
behalf of customers of a retail seller for deliverjes of eligible renewable energy resources to
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satisfy annual renewables portfolio standard obligations. The commission may not require any

person or corporation to act as a procurement entity or require any party to purchase eligible
renewable energy resources from a procurement entity,

(2)Subject to review and approval by the commission, the procurement entity shall be
permitted to recover reasonable administrative and procurement costs through the retail rates of
end-use customers that are served by the procurement entity and are directly benefiting from the

procurement of eligible renewable energy resources.
(g) Procurement and administrative costs associated with long-term contracts entered into

retail seller for digible renewable energy resources pursuant to

by -a

this article, and approved by the commission, shall be deemed reasonable per se, and shall be
recoverable in rates,
(h) Construction, alteration, demolition, inseallation, and repair work on an eligible

renewable energy resource that receives production incentives or funding pursuant to M

Sections 25742, 25743 or 25751.5 of the Public Resources Code, including work performed to
qualify, receive, or maintain production incentives is "public works" for the purposes of Chapter
1 (commencing with Section f 720) of Part 7 of Division 2 of the Labor Code,
( i ) The commission shall inzpose annual penalties rap to the amount of the shorifuIi in

kilowatthours multiplied by I cesat per kilowatthour on any rezail seller that fails so meef the

annual procurement targets established pu~:Tuaat to Section 399.15. The con~missionshall not

cap the penalty that may be imposed on a retail seller under this section. All penalties assessed
and collected pursuant to this secrion sl~ullbe paid or tmnsferred anni~ullyto the Solar and

Clean Energy Transmission Account administered by the Energy Co~nnais~io~a
pulaz~mzt ro
secrion 2573'1,5 of rhe Public Resources Code and ahall he used for prog,wm designed to foster
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the developmen1 of new in-slate transnaission and renewable electricity generation facilities.

Penalties paid or transferred by my retail sellerpursuanr to this section shall not be recoverable
by the retail seller either directly or indirectly in mtes.

0) Penalties assessed pursuant

to

subdivision (i) may be waived tpon n finding by the

comnission, that there is good cause for a retail seller's failure

to

comply widh a ~~mmission

order adopting a renewable energy procuwnerat pdm. A finding by the commission that there is
good cause for failure to comply with a cowlmission order adopting a renewable energy

procurement plan shall be made if the commission dete~minesrhtat any one of the following

conditions arc met:
( 1 ) The deadline or milestone changed due to circumstances beyond she retail seller's

control, including, bur not limited to, administrative and legal appeals, seller nun-pe$omctnce,
insuficient response ro

a

competitive solicitation fur eligible renewable energy resources, and

lack of ejfecfive competition.
(2) The ?-&tailseller demonstrates a good faith sort to met the target, including but nor

limited to mcuted contracts that provide future deliveries suflcient

to

satisffv carrear year

deficits.

(3) The farget was missed due to unforeseen natural disasters or acts of God that prevent

timely completion of the project deadline or miIestone.
(4) The retail seller is unable ro receive energy porn eligible renewable energy resources

due to ilzradcq~cateelectt-ic transmission lines,

(5) FOT any yeur up to and including Dccenzber 31, 2013, a local publicly owned electric
~itiligdemonsrrates flzzat, despire its good faith eflort, it hns had ins~kfJicienttime ro m e t
the arara~~alp~*ocuremenr
targer,~established in Secrion 399.15.
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SEC 10. Section 399.15 of the Public Utilities Code is amended to read as follows:

399.15.

(a) In order to fulfill unmet long-term resource needs, reduce greenhouse

gas emissions, address global warning and climure change, protect the elzdangel-ed Sierra

snowpack, and lessen California's dependence on fluct~ratimgfuel prices, the commission shdl
establish a renewables portfolio standard requiring all

c

c

Aretail~ sellers to

procure a minimum quantity of electricity generated by eligible renewable energy resources as a
specified percentage of total kilowatthours sold to their retail end-use customers each calendar

year, subject to limits on the total amount of costs expended above the market prices determined
hl ssubdivisioi~(c), LO tlclieve the targets es~ublishedu~ldesibis uiicle.

(b) The commission shdl implement annual procurement targets for each .retail seller as
follows:
(1) Notwithstanding Section 4 5 4 3 each

retail seller shall, pursuant to subdivision

(a), increase its total procurement of eligible renewable energy resources by at least an additional

&2 percent of retail sales pw year so that 20 percent of its retail sales are procured from eligible
renewable energy resources no later than December 3 1, 2010, 40 percent of its retail sales are

procured from eligible renewable energy resources no I~rcerthan December 31, 2020, and 50

percent of its rebail sales are procured from eligible renewable energy resources no later bi~an
December 31, 2025. &w&+elkr

.

,

ts'ih 23!! f
i
c

(2) For purposes of setting annual procurcment targets, the coinn~issionshall establish an

initial baseline for each retail seller based on the actual percentage of retail sales procured from
eligible renewable energy resources in 2001, and to the exteiii applicable, adjusted going forward

pursuant to Section 399.12.

5 I 21 Vd 9 1 3 3 101171
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(3) Only for purposes of establishing these targets, the commission shall include all

electricity sold to retail customers by the Department of Water Resources pursuant to Section
80100 of the Water Code in the calculation of retail sales by -a

retail

seller.
(4) A retail seller is required to accept all bilateral oflers for electricity generated by
eligible renewable energy resources that are less t h or equal to the market prices established
pursuant to subdivision (cJ, except that a retail seller is not obligated to ~ c c e pai bilateral ofer
for any year in which the retail seller has procured suficient renewable energy resources to

meet its annual snrgsr established pursuant

to this subdivision.

w(5) In the event that a retail seller fails to procure sufficient eligible renewable energy

resources in a @van year to meet any annual target established pursuant to this subdivision, the
retail seller shall procure additional eligible renewable energy resources in subsquent years to

compensate for the shodall, subject to the limitation on costs for electricd corporations
established pursuant to subdivision (d).
(c) The Energy Commission emw&sh+shall
n

,

determine by a rulemaking proceeding

market price of electricity for terms corresponding to

e

the length of contracts with eligible renewable energy resources? and the methodology for
making that determination that considers k w & h & k & h e

following:

(1) The long-term market price of electricity for fixed price contracts, determined

pursuant to

z

c

.

b

w a retail seller's general procurement activities as

authorized by the con~mission.

(2) The long-term ownership, operating, and fixed-price fuel costs associated with fixedprice electricity from new generating facilities.
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(3) The value of different products including baseload, peaking, and as-available
electricity.
( 4 ) Natural gas priceforecasts that are consistent with forecasts used for procurement of

other resources, including loading order resources.
(5) The value and benefits of renewable resources, including but not limited to hedging

value and carbon emissions reduetiam.
(6) The value and benefits of baseload generation.
(d) The commission shall establish, for each electrical corporation, a limitation on the
total costs expended above the market prices determined in subdivision (c) for h e procuremenr

of eligible renewable energy resources to phieve the annual procurement targets established
under tbis article.
(1) The cost limitation shall be equal to the amount of funds transferred to each

electrical corporation by the Energy Commission pursuant to subdivision (b) of Section 25743 of
the Public Resources Code and the 51.5 percent of the funds which would have been collected

through January 1,2012, from the customers of the electrical corporation based on the renewable

energy public goods charge in effect as of January 1,2007.

(2) The above-market costs of a contract selected by an electrical corporation may be
counted toward the cost limitation if aH of the following conditions are satisfied:
(A) The contract has been approved by the commission and was selected through a

competitive solicitation pursuant to the requirements of subdivision (d) of Section 399,14.
(B) The contract covers a duration of no less than 10 yeas.

(C)The contracted project is
operatioils on or after January 1. 2005.

a new

or repowered facility commencing cammercia1
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(D)No purchases of renewable energy credits may be eligible for consideration as an
above-market cost.

(E)The above-market costs of a contract do not include any indirecr expenses including
imbalance energy charges, sale of excess energy, decreased generation from existing resources,

or transmissian upgrades,
(3) K the cost limitation for an electrical corporation i s insufficient to support tbe total
costs expended above the market prices determined in subdivision (c) for the procurement of

eligible renewable energy resources satisfying the conditions of paragraph (21, the commission
shall allow the electrical corporation to limit its procurement to the quantity of eligible renewable

energy resources that can be procured at or below the market prices established in subdivision
(c>+

(4) Nothing in t i i s section prevents an elecbical corporation from voluntarily proposing
to procure eligible renewable energy resources at above-market prices that are not counted

toward the cost limitation. Any voluntary procurement involving above-market costs shall be
subject to commission approval prior to the expense being recovered in rates.
(e) The establishment of a renewables portfolio standard shall not constitute

implementation by the commission of the federal Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978
(Public Law 95-61 7).
(f) The Energy Comnaissiun e e e m k b - s h a l l consult with the

. .

uommissio~lin calculating market prices under subdivision {c). & The Energy Commission and
the commission shall consult with each orher in establishing etk renewables portfolio standard

policies,
SEC 11. Section 1001 of the Public Utilities Code is amended to read as follows:
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1001. Except as otherwise provided in Division 15 (commencing with Section 25000) of

the Public Resources Code, IT&

railroad corporation whose railroad is operated primarily by

electric energy, street railroad corporation, gas corporation, electrical corporation, telegraph

corporation, telephone corporation, water corporation, or sewer system corporation shall begin
the construction of a street railroad, or of a line, plant, or system, or of any extension thereof,
without having first obtained from the commission a certificate that the present or future public

convenience and necessity require or will require such construction.

This article shall not be construed to require any such corporation to secure such
ceriificatc for an extension within any city or city and county within which it ha theretofore
lawfully commenced operations, or for an extension into territory either within or without a city

or city and county contiguous to its street railroad, or line, plant, or system, and not theretafore
served by a public utility of like character, or for an extension within or to territory already
served by it, necessary in the ordinary course of its business. If any public utility, in constructing

or extending its line, plant, or system, interferes or is about to interfere with the operation of the
line, plant, or system of any other public utility or of the water system of a public agency,

already constructed, the commission,on complaint of the public utility or public agency claiming

to be injuriously affected, may, after hearing, make such order and prescribe such terms and
conditions for the location of the lines, plants, or systems affected as to it may seem just and

reasonable.

SEC 12. Section 25107 of the Public Resources Code is amended to read as follows:
25107.

"Electric transmission line" means any electric powerline carrying electric

power from a thermal powerplant or n solar and clenrz energy plan1 located within thc state to a

point of junction with any intei-connected tl-ansrnissiail system. "Electric translnission line'' does
not include any replacement an the existing d i e of exis~inze l ~ t [ i e ~ i p y & r l $ $ s ~ ~ e ~ t r i c
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powerlines equivalent to such existing electric powerlines or the placement of new or additional

conductors, insulators, or accessories related to such electric powerlines on supporting structures

in existence on the effective date of this division or certified pursuant to this division.
SEC 13. Section 25 110 of the Public Resources Code is amended to read as follows:
251 10. "Facility" means any electric transmission line, ~ t h e n n apowerplant,
l
or solar
and clean energy plant, or both electric transmission line and thermal powerplant or solar and

clean energy ptunt, and extensions, modficotions, upgrades of existing electric transmission

lines, regulated according to the provisions of this division,
SEC 14. Section 25 137 of the Public Resouces Code is added to read as follows:
25137.

"Solar and clean energy plant" means any electrical generating faciliv

using wind, solar pXotavoltaic, solar thermal, biomass, biogas, geothernaal, fuel cells using
renewable fuels, digester gas, municipal solid waste conversion, land311 gas, ocean wave, ocean

thermal, or tidal current technologies, with a generating capacity of 30 megawatts or more, or

small hydroelectric generation of 30 megawatts or less, and any facilities appurtenant thereto.
Exploratory,development, and production wells, resource transmission lines, and other related
facilities used in connection wirh a renewable project or a renewable development project are

nor uppurtenunrfacilities for the purposes of this division.

SEC 15. Section 25502 of the Public Resources Code is amended to read as follows:
25502. Each person proposing to construct a t h e m powerplant, s o l ~ and
r clean energy

plant, or electric transmission line on a site shall submil UI the commission a notice of intention
to file an application for the cenification of the site and related facility or facilities. The notice
shall be an attempt primarily to determine the suitability of the proposed sites to accommodate
the facilities and to determine the general conformity of the proposed sites and related facilities

with standards of the com~..nissionand assessments of need adopted pursuant to Sections 25305 to
24
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25308, inclusive. The notice s h d be in the form prescribed by the commission and shall be

supported by such information as the commission may require,

Any site and related facility once found to be acceptable pursuant to Section 255 16 is,
and shall continue to be, eligible for consideration in an application for certification without
further proceedings required for a notice under this chapter.

SEC 16. Section 255 17 of the Public Resources Code is amended to read as follows:
255 17.

Except as provided in Section 25501, no construction of any thermal

powerplant, solar and clean energy plant, or electric transmission Iine shall be commenced by

any electric utility without first obtaining certification as prescribed in this division. A n y onsite
improvements not qualifying as construction may be required to be restored as determined by the
commission to be necessary to protect the environment, if ~ e ~ c a t i iso denied.
n

SEC 17. Section 25522 of the Public Resourcxs Code is amended to read as follows:
25522.

(a) Except as provided in subdivision (c) of Section 25520.5 and Section

25550, within I 8 months of the filing of an application for certification, or within 12 months if it

is filed within one year of the commission's approval of the notice of intent, or at any later time
as is mutually agreed by the commission and the applicant, the commission shall issue a writbn
decision as to the application.
(b) The commission shall determine, within 45 days after it receives the application,

whether the application is complete. If the commission determines that the application is

complete, the application shall be deemed filed for purposes of this section on the date that this
determination is made. If the commission determines that the application is incomplete, the

commission shall specify in writing those parts of the application which are incomplete md shall
indicate the manner in which it can be made complete.

If the applicant submits additional data to

complete the application. the commission shall determine, within

309iY8?re!Ai&%
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data, whether the data is sufficientto make the application complete. The application shall be

deemed filed on the date when the commission determines the application is complete if the

commission has adopted regulations specifying the informational requirements for a complete
application, but if the commission has not adopted regulations, the application shall be deemed
filed on the Last date the commission receives any additional data that completes the application.

SEC 18. Section 2553 1 of the Public Resources Code is amended to read as follows:
25531.

(a)

The decisions of the comniission on any application for certification of

a site and related facility are subject to judicial review by the Supreme Court of California.

(b) No new or additional evidence may be inuoduced upon review olld the cause shdl be
heard on the record of the commission as certified to by it. The review shall not be extended
further than to determine whether the commission, has regularly pursued its authority, including a
determination of whether the order or decision under review violates any right of the petitioner
under the United States Constitution or the California Constitution.

The findings and

conclusions of the commission on questions of fact are final and at not subject to review, except
as provided in this article. These questions of fact shall include ultimate facts

and the findings

and conclusions of the commission. A report prepared by, or an approval of, the commission

pursuant to Section 25510, 255 14, 25516, or 255 16.5, or subdvision @) of Section 25520.5,
shall not constitute a decision of the commission subject to judicial review.
(c) Subject to the right

state has jurisdiction to hear

of judicial review of decisions of the commission, no court in this

or determine any case or controversy concerning any matter which

was, or could have been, determined in a proceeding before the commission, or to stop or delay
the cor~structionor operation of any thermal powerplant or solar and clean energy plant except

to enforce compliance with the provisions of a decision of the commission.
Cd) Notwithstanding Section 1250.370 of the Code of Civil Procedure:

26
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( 1 ) if the commission requires, pursuant to subdivision (a) of Section 25528, as a

condition of cdfication of any site and related facility, that the applicant acquire development
rights, that requirement conclusively establishes the matters referred to in Sections 1240.030 and

1240,220of the Code of Civil Procedure in any eminent domain proceeding brought by the
applicant to acquire the development rights.

(2) If the commission certifies any site and related facility, that certification conclusively
establishes the matters referred to in Sections 1240.030 and 1240.220 of the Code of Civil

Procedure in any eminent domain proceeding brought to acquire the site and related facility,
(e) No decision of the commission pursuant to Section 25516, 25522, or 25523 shdl be

found to mandate a specific supply plan for any utility as prohibited by Section 25323.

SEC 19. Section 25540.6 of the Public Resources Code is amended to read as fallows:
25540.6.

(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no notice of intention is

required, and the commission shall issue its final decision on h e application, as specified in

Section 25523, within 12 months after the filing of the application for certification of the
powerplant and related facility or facilities, or at any later time as is mutually agreed by the

-

commission and the applicant, for any of the following:
(1) A thermal powerplant which will employ cogeneration technology, a thermal

powerplant that will employ natural gas-fired technology, or a solar4m d clean energy plant-sek

(2)A modification of an existing facility.

(3)A thermal powerplant or solar and clean energy plant which it is only technologically
or economically feasible to site at or near the energy source.
(4) A thermal powerplant with a generating capacity of up to 100 me,vawatts.

( 5 ) A thermal powerplant or. solar and cleun energy pfaq\tie$i&4dJa d&Bzlop or
I

I
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demonstrate technologies which have not previously been built or operated on a commercial

scale, Such a research, development, or commercial demonstration project may include, but is
not limited to, the use of renewable or alternative fuels, improvements in energy conversion

efficiency, or the use of advanced pollution control systems. Such a facility may not exceed 300
megawatts unless the commission, by regulation, authorizes a greater capacity. Section 25524
does not apply to such a powerplant and related facility or facilities.

(b) Projects exempted from the notice of intention requirement pursuant to paragraph (11,

(41, or (5) of subdivision (a) s h d include, in the application for certification, a discussion of the

applicant's site selection criteria, any alternative sites that the applicant considered for the
project, and the reasons why the applicant chose the proposed site. That discussion shall not be

required for cogeneration projects

at

existing industrial sites. The commission may also accept

an application for a noncogeneration project at m existing industrial site without requiring a
discussion of site alternatives if the commission finds that the project has a strong relationship to
the existing industrial site and that it

is therefore reasonable not to analyze alternative sites for

the project.

SEC 20. Section 25541 of the Public Resources Code is amended to read as follows:
25541,

The commission may exempt from this chapter thermal powerplants with

a generating capacity of up to 100 megawatts,&

momcations to existing generating facilities

that do not add capacity in excess of 100 megawatts, and solar and clean energy plants, if the

commission finds that no substantial adverse impact on the environment or energy resources will
result from the construction or operation of the proposed facility or from the modifications.

SEC 21. Section 2554 1.1 of the Public Resources Code is amended to read as follows:
25541.1

It is the intent of the k@atwe-Peo,yle

to

encourage the development of

thermal powerplants or solar and cienlr energy plarlrs using resource recovery (waste-to-energy)

28
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technology. Previously enacted incentives for the production of electrical energy from nonfossil

fuels in commercially scaled projects have failed to produce the desired results, At the same

time, the state faces a growing problem in the environmendly safe disposal of its solid waste.
The creation of electricity by a thermal powerplant or solar and clean ertergyplaat using
resource recovery technology addresses both problems by doing all of the following:
(a) Generating electricity

from a nonfossil fie1 of an ample, growing supply.

(b) Conserving landfa space, thus reducing waste disposal costs.
(c) Avoiding the health hazards of burying garbage.

Furthermore, development of resource recovery facilities creates new constructi011 jobs,
as well as ongoing operating jobs,in the communities in which they are located,

SEC 22. Section 25542.5 of the Public Resources Code is added to read as follows:
25542.5.

The Energy Curmission shall, on an annual basis, publish a report that

identifies and designates Solar and Clean Energy Zones in the state of California based on
geographic areas identi$ed by the Energy Commission's Public Intarest Energy Research

Progrann as having potential for solar and clean energy resources.

SEC 23. Section 25550 of the Public Resources Code is added to read as follows:
25550,

(a) Notwifhstanding

subdivision ( a ) of Section 25522, and Secrion 25540.6

the conzn~issionshall establish a process to issue iu final cel~lficasionfor anj solar and clean

energy plant and related facilities within six months after rhejfiling of the applicationfor

certflcation that, on the bmis of cta initial review, shows that there is substantial evidence that
the projecr will not cause a sigt~flcaraladverse inapacr on the environment or electrical

twzsnzission and distribution sysreln and wili conzply with all applicable sturzdards, nrdirza/eces,
01-

laws. For P

U ~ O S ~( ISf i h i secrton,
~
filing

has the same nzeaning as in Sectlr~!~
25522.
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(b]Solar and clean energy plants and reluaedfacilities reviwed undel- this process shall
satisfy the requirements of Section 25520 and other necessap infomadion required by the

commission, by regulation, including the infomaation requiredpbr pemirting by each local,
srate, and regional agency that would have jurisdiction over the proposed solar m d clean
energy plant and related facilities but for the exclusivejurisdiction ofthe commission und the

information reqdre$forpermitting by each federal agency that hm jurisdiction over the
proposed solar and clean energy plant and related facilities.
(e)After accepdmce of an application under this section,the commission shall not be

required ao issue a six-monthfinal decision on the application git determines there is substantial
evidence in the record that the solar and clean energy plant und related facilities will likdy
result in la significant dverse impact on the gnvironrne~zror eEectPical system or dow not comply

with an applicable standard, ordinance, or law. Wader this circumtance, the commission shall
make its decision in accor&nce with subdivision (a)of Section 25522 and Section 25540.6, and
a new applicntiopt shall not be required.

Id) For an application that the commission accepts under this section, all local, regional,

and state agencies that wouM have had jtrmisdictiora over the proposed solar and clean energy
plant and related facilities, bur for the excbisive jurisdiction of the commission, shall provide

their final comments, determinations, ur opinions within 100 days afier thepling of the
application.Thc regiomI warel*gualiiy control boards, as established pursuant to C h p t e r 4

(commencing with Section 13200) qf Division 7 ofthe Wader Code, shall retain julisdictioj~over
nr1.y applicable wader qunliq staladnrd thar is inco~poratedinio m~y$laaJ oerfification issued

pursuant

to

rhis chapter.
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(e)Applicants of solar and clean energy plants a d related facilities that demonstrate
superior environmental or eficiency peformance shall receive p r i o r i ~in review.

If) With respect to a solar and clean energy plant and relaredfacilities reviewed under
the process es~ablishedby this section, it shall be shown that the applicant has a contract with a

general conbractor and has contractedfor can adequate supply of skilled labor to cortstrucs,
operate, and maintain the plant.

(g) With respect to a solar and clean energy plant and related facilities reviewed under
the process established by this section, it shall be shown that the solar and clean energy plcutt

and relatedjacilities complies with all regulations dopsed by the commission thut ensue rhar
rn application addresses disproportionate impacts in a manner consistenr with Section 65040.12
of the Governmena Code.
(h)This section shall not apply to an application filed with the commission on or before
Jonualy 1,2009.

(i) To implewzenf this section, the commission may adopt emergency regulations in
accordance with Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section 11340) of Part 2 of Division 3 of Title 2
qf the Government Code. For purposes of that chapel; including ~ ~ i t h u llimitatiolz,
hf
Section

11349.6 of the Governnsent Code, the adoption of the regulations shall be considered by the
Ofice of Administrative Law

to be

necessary for the immediate preservation of the public peace,

health, safery, and general welfare.
( j ) All s o l ~ and
r clean eaeFgy plarzts receiving certflcation pursuant to this section shall

be considered a public works project subject to the provisio~~s
of Chapter I (conzmencing with
Section 1720) of Parr 7 of Di~~ision
2 of the Labor Code, lind r h Department
~
of Indusrrinl
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ReEatians shEE have the same authority and responsibiliq~ro enforce rhoseprovisions as it lzas
under the Labor Code.

SEC 24. Chapter 6.6 of Division 15 of the Public Resources Code is added to read as
follows:
25560. No electrical corporation ns defined in Section 218 of the Public Utillrie~Code

shull begin the construction of n trunsmission line or of any extensiarz, naodzj7cntion, or upgrade

thereof, without havingfirsr obtained from the commission a cerf$cate that the present orfitlire
p~iblicuonveltie~lceand necessity require or will require such construction.

This chapter shall not be construed to require any such coupomtion

to secure such

cer~$cniefor an extension within any city or city and counfy within which it has theretofore

lawfully commenced operutions, orfor an exfensa'oninto territoql either within or without a cia

or cio and county contiguous to its trmsmission line or systetn, mxd not theretofore sewed by a
p~iblicutility of like character, or for an extension within or to terrisorj nIready served by it,
necessary
.- . in the ordinary course of ids business. If any public utilify, in comtmcting or
,

atelading its line or system, integeres or is about to interfere with the operation of the line or
syszeln of any other public itzility or of the water syszem of apublic agency, all*eadycomtructed,

the conmission, on complaint of the public utility or y ublic agency clui~?zingto be injuriously
affected, nzny, after hearing, and in cojzsrrlrutton with the Public Utilities Comnzission lnake such

order and prescribe such lemzs and conditions for the location qf the lines or sytenzs c~ffectedas

ro ir lany seen?just and reasonable.
25561. ( a ) The commission shall exempt the consrnlction of anv firze or systene, or
exleasion tl~lzereof,located o~ttsidethe boulzdu~iesojthe stalefrom the rcq~tirenzel~ts
of Sectiolz

25560, upon rhe applicutiun of the public utility consi~atcringthur lirzt or syslen?,or' exiension
the7*eof,ifahepirbEic uriliga derives 73 percent or Inure ofir,~npcrntil~grcvenwesfiom outside rhe
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state, as recorded

in the fiscal period immediately before thefiling of the application, unless fhe

commission determines that the public interest requires that the construction should not be
exemprfrom Section 25560.
(bJExcept as provided in subdivision (c), the commission shall make the determination

denying the exemption, as specrped in subdivision (a), within 90 days after the public utilityfilcs
the applicationfor exemption with the commission. Iffhe commissionfails to Praake this
deteminution within that 90-dcry period, the construction of that line 01. system, or externion

bhersof: is exempt from the requirements of Section 25560.
(c) The cornmission and the public utiliry filing the applicatioafor exemption naay, $both

agree, extend the time period within which the commission is required to make the determination
denying the exemption, for not more than cm aHditioml60 days afiet- the expimtiorl of the 90-day
period specified in subdivision (b),

25562, (a) The commission, as a basis for granting any ccertflcate pursuant to Section
25560, shall give consideration to the folEowirzg factors:

( I ) C o a a t r a i ~values,
(2) Recreatio~raland park areas.
(3)Historical and aesthetic values.
(4) Influence on environmentj excepf that in the case of any line or system or extension

thereof located in another stare which will be subject to environmental review pursuant to the
Natiorzal Environnzental Policy Act of 1969 (Chapter 55 (commencing with Section 432 1 ) of Title
42 ofthe United Stares Code) or similar stute laws in trzc otlzer state, the commission shall not

consider inflzience on the e~avironinetzrunless any enlissions or discharges therefrnm wo~ildhave
a

sigrzEficanr irlfluenue on the elzvil-clnnzelzr of rhis smre.
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(5) Proximity bo and related eflecr on populated areas and whether altemarive locations

are reasono bly available and appropriate.

(6) Value and benefiss of baseload gelzeration.
(bJ With respscr to any electrical tmnsmission line required to be conssructed, modified

or upgraded to provide transmission from a thermal powerplant or a solar and clean energy
plant, and for which la certificate is requiredpursuant to bhe provisions of Division 15

(comencing with Section 25000), the decision grnnting such other certificate shall be
conclusive as to all matters detemined shereby and shall take the place of the requirementfor
consideration by the commission ofthe six juctors specijied in subdivision {a) ofthis section.
( c ) As a condition for granting any certificate pursuant to Section 25560, the commission

shall req~iirecompliance with the Calqornia Desert Protection Act of1994 (commencing with
Section 41 Oaaa of Title 16 crf the United States Code).
25563. In considea'ng an applicationfor a ce&;ficate for an electric transmission

facilt'iy pursuant to Section 25560, the comission shall consider cost-effective akerarafivesto

tmnsmissionfacilities that meet the need for m eflcient, reliable, and afordable supply of
e l e c t ~ c i oincluding,
,
buf not limited to, dewanad-side alternatives such as targeted energy
eficiency, ultraclean distributed generation, as defined in Section 353.2 ofrhe Public Utilities
Code, and other demaad reduction resources. The provisions of this section shall not apply to

any electrical tm~lsmissionline required

to be

constructed, rnodifted 01- upgraded to provide

a.ansmissionfrunz a solar and clean energy plant,
25564, Every electrical coyoration s~ibnzittingnn applicarion to the commission for n

certificate autholizing the new construction of any clectric transmissio!~lilze or extclzsion, no#
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subject to the provisions of Chapter 6 (commencing with Section 255003, shall include all of the

following infomation in the application in uddition to any other required infolmtion:

(a)Preliminary engineering and design infomzation on the project. The design
information provided shall include preliminary data regarding the operating characteristics of
the line or extension.
(b)A project implementation plan showing how the project would be contracredfar and
comtmcted. This plan shall shew how all major tasks would be integrated and shall include a
timetable identifying the design, construction, completion, and operation datesfor each m j o r

component of the line or extension.
(c) An appropriate cost estimate, including preliminaly estimates of the costs of

financing, construction, and operation of fhe line or extension.
(d) The corporation shall demonstrate bhe fiuncial impact of the line or extension

construction on the corporation's ratepayers, ~ t ~ c ~ l d eclnd
r son
, the cost of fhe corporation's
borrowed cnpital. The cost analyses shall be peflomed for the projected useful life of the line or
extension.
(e) A design and

constnictioa management and cost control plan which indicates the

copzrractual and working responsibiliries and interrelationships bemeen tlze corporation 's
management and other major paflies involved in the project. This plan shall also include a
consfmctionprogress infomation system and specij7c cost controls.
25565, Every electriccsi corporation subnaitting an application to the commissionfor a

certificate authorizing the new constructian of an electric transmission line or extension, which

is subject ro the p r ~ v i ~ i oofn ~Chapter 6 (comnzencing with Section 25500)' shall include in the
application the infomation specified in subdivisions (b),(c), and re) of Section 25564, in
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uddition to any other r~quiredinformation. The corporation may also ilzclude in the opylication

any other information spec$ed in Section 25564.
25566. Before a12y ceulificate may issue under shis chapter, e v e v applicant for a

cerbi!!caceshallfile in the office ofbhe commission n certfted copy of the applicant's articles of

n'ncorporarion or chartel: Every applicanrjbr a cen$case shallfile in the ofice of the
commission such evidence aa is required by the commission ro show that the applicalar has
received the required consent, franchise, or permit ofthe proper coun9, c i m~d coun9, civ, or

other public authority.
23567. (a) The commission may, with or without hearing, issue #he cersij5oute as

requested for, or refuse to issue it, or issue it for the construction ofaportion only ofthe
condemplaled electric brwtsmission Iine or extension thereoJ or for the partial exercise only of
rhe right or privilege, mad may attach to the exercise of the rights granted by the cert8cate such

t e r n and condirions, including provisions for the acquisition by the public of the fraachise or
permit and all rights acquired thereunder and all works constructed or ~naintainedby authority
thereof; as in its judgment the public convenience and nscessiv require; provided, however, that

before issuing or refcrsing to issue the certificate, the commission shall hold one or more
hearings addressing any issues r ~ i s e din a timely application for a hearing by any person

eatieled t o be heard.

(b) When rhe conaneissio??issues a cert$cate for.the new construction of an electric

transmission line or extension, the certijicaie shall specify the operating and cost characteristics

of she ermsnzis.~ionline or extension, including, but nor limited to, the size, c~ipaciqscost, and all
other charac~eristicsofthe transmission line or extension which are specified in the information
which rhe elecwical co~;~orarions
are required to submit, pursuant to Section 25564 or 25565,
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(c) Notwithstanding m y other provision in this chapter, an applicationfor a certificate

authorizing the construction ofnew twrasmissionfacilities shall be deemed to be necessary to she
provision of electric servicefor pulpuses of any datcmi~aationmade under Section 255M Ijcthe

comissionfindr that the new facility is necessary

tofacilitate

achievement of the renewables

p o ~ ~ l istandard
o
as established in Article 16 ( c o ~ n c i a with
g Section 399.11) of the Public
Utilities Code and the eligible renewable energy resources requirement as wt~blishedin Article

8.6 (commencing with Section 25740)of this Division.
25568. (a) Whenever the commission issues to ian electrical corporation a certificate

authorizing the new oonstructio~1oj'a trmsmission Line, or of'any exte~zsion,rnodficurion, or
upgrade thereof estimated to cost greater thanfifi million dollars ($50,000,000),
the
commission s h l l specify in the certificate a nzuximzrm cost determined to be reasonable and

prudent for the f a c i l i ~ .The comission shall deternzine the maximtktn cost using an estimate of

the anticipated construction cost, taking info consideration the design of the project, the
expected duration of construction, an estimate of the effects of economic inflation, and any
known enginseling dificulties associated with the project,

(b)Afder the certij5cabe has been issued, the corporation may apply

to

the conzneissio~tfor

an increase irr the maxinaum cost spec$ed in the certiftccate. The commission may authorize an
increase in the specified muximedm cost if ir finds and determines that the cost has infact
incrensed and that the present orfuture public convenience and ~lecessiryrequire cconstrtiction of
the project at the increused cost; othejwise, it shall deny the application.
(cJ After consfruction has cornmerzced, the corpomtiora may apply to the commissionfor

authorization to discolztinue construction, Afrer a showing to tile satisfacrioa of the commission
that the preseiir or f~lurepublic corzve~~cence
clad rzecessin no longer I - q u i r e the completion of
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construction of bhe project, and thar the construction costs incurred were reasonable and

prudent, the commission may authorize discoatinuancc of comtruction and the Public Utilities

Commission may authorize recovery of those construction costs which the commission

determines were reasonable and pmden~,
(d) In any decision by the Public Utilities Commission establishing rraresfor an electrical

corporation reflecting the reasonable m d prudent cosfs of the new construction of any
transmiss ion line, or of any e~ension,modification, or upgrade thereof when the comission

has found and determined that the addition 01. extension is used and useful, the Public Utilities
Commission shall consider whether or nor the actual costs of construction are within the

muximum cost spec@ed by the commission.
SEC 23. Section 25740 of the Public Resources Code is amended to read as follows:
25740.

It is the intent of the L e g s M w - P e o p l e in establishing this program, to

address global warning and climate change, and protect the endangered Sierra snowcaps by
increasing

the amount of e l e c ~ c i t ygenerated from eligible renewable energy resources

per year, so that it equals at least 20 percent of total retail sales of electricity in California per

year by December 31,201 @,

tit

least 40percenf of lodal retail sales of electlicify in Cal@?mia

pel- year by December 31,2020, and at least 50 percent of m a 1 retail sales of electricio in
Calgorrtia per year by December 31, 2025.

SEC 26. Section 25740.1of the Public Resources Code is added as follows:
25740.1 The Peoplefind that the construction of electric trans~nissionfacilities

rmecessaly lofacilifate the achievernsnt of California's renewnbles portfolio standard targexs will

provide the rnwinztim eco~omicbenefir to all customer classes tlzcit funded the New Renewable
Resources Accmrnt.

SEC 37. Section 25743 of the Public Resources Code is amended to read as follows:
38
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25743. (a) The commission shall terminate all production incentives awarded from the

New Renewable Resources Account prior to January 1, 2002, unless the project began
generating electricity by January 1, 2007.
(b) (I) The commission shall, by March 1, 2008, transfer to electrical corporations

serving customers subject to the renewable energy public goods charge the remaining
unencumbered funds in the New Renewable Resources Account.

(2) The Public Utilities Commission shall, ensure that each electrical corporation

allocates funds received from the commission pursuant to paragraph (1) in a manner that
maximizes the economic benefit to dl customer classes that funded the New Renewable

Resources Account. In considefing and approving each electrical corporation's proposed
al~oc~tiuns,
and consistent with Section 25740.1, the Public Utilities Cornm'ssion sMl
encourage and give she highest priotiv to allocations for

the

consrruction o j or payment to

supplement the construction of: any new or modij5ed electric transmission facilities necessary to

facilitate the state ~chievingits renewables p o ~ o l i ostandard targets.
(c) A11 projects receiving finding, in whole

or in parr, pursuant

to this section shall be

considered pziblic worh projects suhjcct to the provisions of Chapter I (commencing with
Section 1720) of Part 7 of Division 2 of fhe Labor Code, and the Departmenr of Industrial

Relations shull have the same

authriol

arld responsibiliv to enforce those provisions as ir h

under h e Labor Code.

SEC 28. Section 25745 of the Public Resources Code is added to read as follows:
25745. The Energy Comissioa shall use its best efforts to attract and encoulage
ilal~esdnzentin solar and clean energy iasources, facilities, research and developnzenffrom

cornpnaies bused in the United States to fiilfll the pwposes (,$his uhapser.

Q' IDDt
dial
ows:

SEC 29. Section 25751.5 of the Public Resources Code irt&da$dre&/
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25751.5 (a) The Solar and Clean Energy Transmission Account is hereby established

within the Renewable Resource Trust Fund
( b )Beginning January 1, 2009,the rota! annual adjustments adopted pursuant to Section

399.8(d) of the Public Utilities Code shall be allocated lo the Solar and Clean Energy

Trammission Accounr,
(c) Funds in the Solar and Clean Energy Transmission Account shall be used, in whole

or in part, for the following purposes:
( I ) The purchase of p r o p e q or right-of-way pursuanr

to

the commission's authority

under Chapter 6.9 of'Division 15 of the Public Rssou~.cesCode;
( 2 ) The constmcrion of: or payment to supplement the co~zstructionof, any new or

modij5ed electric transmission facilities raecessary to facilitate the state achieving its renewables
y oi$olio stffnda~d
targets.

(d) Title to any property or project paid for in whole pursuant to this section s h l l vest
with the commission. Title to any propem or project paid for in part purslrclnt to this section

shall vesr with the commission in a part propo1.sionaie to the comrnissio~l'ss h r e of she overall

cost of the property or project.

(el Funds deposited in the Solar and Clean Energy Trammission Accouat shall be used
to supplement, Md

'or to supplant, existing state funding for the purposes authorized by section

1

(bj.

fl All projects

receiving finding, in whole or in part, pursuant to this section shall be

considered public works projects subjecr to the pr~visions of Chap~erI (conzmencirag with

Section 1720) of Part 7 of Division 2 of the Labor Code, and the Department of Jnduslrial
Relarions shall lzave the same nuthoriq and responsibili~to etfurce those provisions as ir has
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tinder the L ~ b o rCode.

SEC 30. Chapter 8.9 of Division 15 of thc Public Resourw Code is added to rend as
follows:
25790.

The Energy Commission may, for the purposes of this chapter, pptirchclse

and subsequently sell, lease to another party Jbr a period raor to exceed 99 years, exchange,

subdivide, transfer, assign, pledge, encumber, or otherwise dispose of my real or personal

property or any interest in property, Any such lease or sale shall be conditioned on the
development and use of the p r o p e q for the generation and/or ~ransmissiunof renewable energy.
25791.

Any lense or sale made pursitant to this chap~errnqj be made without

public bidding but only aJter a public hearing.

SEC 31. Severability.

The provisions of this Act art severable, If any provision of this Act, or part thereof, is
for any reason held to be invalid under state or federal law, the remaining provisions shall not be

affected, but shall remain in full force and effect,

SEC 32. Amendment
The provisions of this Act may be amended to carry out its purpose and intent by statutes
approved by a two-thirds vote of each house of the Legislature and signed by the governor,

SEC 33. Coilflicting Measures
(a) This measure is intended to be comprehensive, It is the intent of the People that in the

event that this measure and another initiative measure relating to the same subject appear on the

same statewide electioiz ballot, the provisions of the other measure ar measures art deemed to be

in conflict with this measure. In the event this measure shall receive the greater number of

affirmative vote, the provisions of this measure shall prevail in their entirety, and all provisions

of the other rneasure or measures shall be null and void,
$\
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(b) If t h i s measure is approved by voters but supersded by law by any other conflicting

ballot measure approved by the voters az the same election, and the conflicting ballot measure is
later held invalid, this measure shall be self-executing and given full force of law.

SEC 34. Legal Challenge
Any challenge to the validity of this Act must be filed within six months of the effective
date of this Act.

